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Abstract: Modern communication devices generate huge amount of data through the manifold usage of various social media 
applications. Among the entire generated data more than 40% are unstructured in nature. The industry also is reluctant to retain 
the data with the following characteristics: data containing asynchronous time stamp, replicated data, data which are broken 
while transmission and data that leads to misclassification. It is high time to drop-out the irrelevant data and considering the 
synchronous ones. In this article, a sentiment extraction model is proposed that governs the various social media contents. 
SpaCy is used as the preferred implementation language as it has many readily available libraries for the purpose of content 
classification. To avoid the over-fitting problem the actuators like “relu” and “sigmoid” are used. Even though many such 
classifiers are available for content classification, this article with the appropriate setting of Epoch counts, a categorical 
accuracy of 68% is obtained. The entire model is implemented in the TensorFlow based platform.  
Keywords: Corpus, Data analytics life cycle, Kaggle, Tuples, Vectors, Keras, RELU, Sigmoid. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Sentiment analysis has applications ranging from social media content mitigation to product suggestion. It helps the producers to 
plan and target the specific category to maximize the sales target and promotional activity. Now-a-days almost all major industry 
incorporations have a high relying factor spent for the sentiment extraction and mitigation. 
 
A. Spacy Library And Packages 
“SpaCy” is a python library which is available as an open source package. It has many inherent modules specific for natural 
language processing applications. “SpaCy” [1] has the capability to process large volumes of text irrespective of structured or un-
structured [2]. These libraries can not only process the text under consideration but based on the importing of functions, can 
“understand” the meaningful portions out of the volumes of text corpus [3]. Though “SpaCy” has no in-built functionalities to pre-
process the dataset, it is good at effectively extracting meaningful tags as “Named Entities” [4]. Majority of these applications are 
implemented using the deep learning algorithms [5]. 
In this article, the “Kaggle” [6] dataset from https://www.kaggle.com/c/social-sentiment-extraction/information” is used for 
analysis. The article proposes a approach using which the sentiments of the social media content is classified as one in “positive”, 
“negative” and “neutral”. 
The Figure 1, below shows the view of train dataset having the following title tags: textID, text, Selected_text, sentiment. Based on 
the sentiment classification in the train dataset, the test dataset is correspondingly configured, such that accurate prediction is 
attained. 

 
Figure 1: Sample Kaggle dataset with the tags. 
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The following figure 2 shows the view of test dataset. The title tag under investigation in the test dataset is “text”, which is refined 
and classified based on the “SpaCy” categorizers.  

 
Figure 2: Sample view of test dataset 

 
B. Pre-Processing The Datasets 
The following code snippet removes the punctuation marks and any other white spaces [7]. A white space is a set of blank spaces 
that are redundant than the needed single unit of blank space. The emoticons are in the Unicode range u"\U0001F600-\U0001F64F". 
Pictographs are in the Unicode [8] range u"\U0001F300-\U0001F5FF". The transport and other map symbols are in the Unicode 
range u"\U0001F680-\U0001F6FF". These Unicode ranges are compiled using the python regular expression package “re” [9]. # is 
a single line comment indicator in python. 
def remove_white_space(text): 
    pattern = re.compile("[" 
                    u"\U0001F600-\U0001F64F"  # emoticons 
                    u"\U0001F300-\U0001F5FF"  # symbols & pictographs 
                    u"\U0001F680-\U0001F6FF"  # transport & map symbols 
                    u"\U0001F1E0-\U0001F1FF"  # flags (iOS) 
                    "]+", flags=re.UNICODE) 
return pattern.sub(r'', text) 
 
The following code snippet remove any occurrence of hyperlinks and reference-jumps through uniform resource locations (url). The 
pattern “http[s]://[a-zA-Z]|[0-9]|[$-_@.&+]|[!*\(\),]|[0-9a-fA-F]” is used which matches all the sentences that start with either “http” 
or “https” followed by one or more occurrences of digits, alphabets and special symbols. 
def remove_hyperlink(text):  
pattern  = re.compile('http[s]?:[a-zA-Z]|[0-9]|[$-_@.&+]|[!*\(\),]|[0-9a-fA-F]))+') 
return pattern.sub(r'', text) 
 
C. Cleaning The Intermediary Dataset 
After the removal of white spaces and hyperlinks, from the intermediary pruned dataset is cleaned using the following code snippet. 
Here a dictionary called “del_dict” is used, where a dictionary needs to comply with the “key: value” pair format [10]. It is 
initialized to hold the screening value pairs as all the punctuation marks from the “string.punctuation” [11] property. A list is 
constructed with name “tbl1” to hold all the transformed dataset records. The final processed dataset is all transferred to lower case 
to minimize any problem that could arise because of case sensitive markers in the regular expression. 
def clean_text(text ):  
    del_dict = {char: '' char in string.punctuation}  
    del_dict[' '] = ' '  
    tbl1 = str.maketrans(del_dict) 
    txt1 = text.translate(tbl1) 
    txt2 = ' '.join([w for w in txt1 if ( not w.isdigit() and  ( not w.isdigit() and len(w)>3))])  
    return txt2.lower() 
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II. CREATION OF TRAIN AND TEST DATASET 
The cleaned dataset is converted to the “SpaCy” format. This is needed to apply the spaCy libraries. The spaCy format has to be in 
the following pattern. 
[ {'text', {'cats': {'Class_Label1': 1, 'Class_Label12': 1, ...'Class_Labeln': 0},  
  {'text', {'cats': {'Class_Label1': 0, 'Class_Label12': 1, ...'Class_Labeln': 0}, { ...}]  
 
The following code snippet is applied over the dataset and produces the dataset in the above format. 
train_data,train_text,train_grp   = load_data_spacy("\\TweetSenitment\\train.csv") 
test_data,test_text,test_grp   = load_data_spacy("\\TweetSenitment\\test.csv") 
print(training_data[:10]) 
The outcome of the above code snippet is captured in the following Figure 3. From the figure it is clearly seen that the outcome of 
intermediary processed dataset complied with the above mentioned spaCy format. 

 
Figure 3: Intermediary processed dataset 

 
A. Text Categorization Model For Metrics Evaluation 
This entire text categorization model creation is done using “sci-kit” [12] learn libraries which are to be imported as part of the 
classification implementation. The following code snippet does the role of text categorization. This method has four parameters 
namely tokenizer list, preprocessed dataset, test data test group. The package util.tokenizer creates a tuple with name src based on 
the tuple [13] comprehension “(util.tokenizer(text) for text in test_text)”. Once tuple “src” is created, the same is iterated and 
appended to the text categorizers in a sorted fashion. 
def grp_evaluate(util.tokenizer, textgrp, test_text, test_grp ): 
    src = (util.tokenizer(text) for text in test_text) 
    for i, src in enumerate(textgrp.pipe(src)): 
        metrics = Sort(src.cats.items()) 
        for i in metrics: 
            txtList.append(i[0]) 
 
B. Regularizers In Sentiment Classification Model 
For the purpose of sentiment model creation, the existing “en_core_web_de” [14] is used, which is a medium sized named entity 
recognizer. The existing reference, as it has the already POS (Parts-Of-Speech) tagged, has lesser necessity for parser. Thus re-
training is not needed. In this model “ngram” vectors are used, where an “ngram” is a parameterized nth dimensional array or array 
of arrays. As spaCy shows no difficulty while processing the varying length records in a dataset, this proposed model does not have 
any record length restrictions. All the “ngram” vectors are primed using the drop-out regularizers namely “relu” [15] and “sigmoid” 
[16]. These are applied in succession and forbids the over fitting chance that could arise while classification is in progress. 
 
C. Training The Model 
The following code snippet show the stages involved in model training. This function accepts seven parameters namely the dataset, 
iteration count, test data, test categories, the metrics model from the previous step, drop-out rate and finally the necessity for any 
token to vector conversion. In this case the last parameter is set to the default value of none. The primitive basic evaluation model 
("en_core_web_md") is loaded by the spaCy. Then the add_pipe method improves the NLP pattern. After the NLP processor pattern 
is populated dynamically, the same is applied to the dataset iteratively.  
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This iteration should equal to the Epoch counts, such that misclassifications are avoided. To ensure that the final train dataset is 
unbiased, the processing and record selection is happening in a shuffled order.  
def train_Dataset(  dataset, itr,test_text,test_grp, model_arch, dropout = 0.3, tok2vec=None): 
    nlpPattern = spacy.load("en_core_web_md") 
    nlpPattern.add_pipe(textgrp, last=True) 
    pipe_EX = ["textcat", "trf_wordpiecer", "trf_tok2vec"] 
    with nlpPattern.disable_pipes(*other_pipes):   
        opt = nlpPattern.begin_training() 
        for i in range(itr): 
            random.shuffle(train_data) 
            batSize = minibatch(train_data, size=batSize) 
            for txt in batSize: 
                texts, annotations = zip(*txt) 
                nlpPattern.update(texts, annotations, optimizer=”sgd”, drop=dropout) 
 return nlpPattern 
 
The outcome of the training model and the accuracy of the dataset classification are monitored is shown in the Figure 4(a) and 4(b) 
of first and last respectively. 
 

 
Figure 4(a): Training model accuracy (Iteration – 0) 

 

 
Figure 4(b): Training model accuracy (Iteration – 9) 

 
It is clearly seen from the outcome that, an overall precision of 69% is attained through the model, where 78% accuracy in 
predicting “positive” sentiments, 68% accuracy in predicting the “negative” sentiments and 59% accuracy in predicting the 
“neutral” sentiments is experienced. 
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III. ANALYZING THE SPACY MODEL 
For model training a parameter called “Epochs” [17] is used and defined by giving the value which is the cycle / loop count value. 
In this study, after many trials and the value of 15 is assigned to the parameter “Epochs”.  
Outcome_Model_stage1 = model.fit(Train_DS.Shuffle(2000), batch(128), Epochs = 15) 
The code has given the provision for shuffling with the value 2000. The batch size shuffled units is 128. The iteration wise outcome 
is needed for reference, so the verbose property is set to 1. The outcome of the fitting is iterated for 15 times and the history data is 
collected. The loss function starts with the value of 1.0498 and at the end of 15th Epoch the loss is decreased by 07536. But it is also 
noted that in the validation lose the values are not following any pattern (Neither ascending nor descending). Pictorially this data is 
plotted between the epoch count and the loss accuracy over the training data. The figure 5 shows the plot. 

 
Figure 5. Loss for text classification between Epoch Vs. Loss accuracy (Over training data) 

 
IV. TECHNIQUES TO OPTIMIZE THE ACCURACY 

The technique deployed for optimizing the accuracy are “drop-out” [18] and “Kernel regularizers” [19]. Drop-out is a deep neural 
network version which randomly sets few of the misleading records to zero. Kernel regularizers on the other hand, assign the 
penalty on the layers ensuring the smooth functioning of layer activities. These penalty parameters are also optimized at the later 
stage by the same kernel regularizers in the form of housekeeping activity [20]. The code for the above modification is shown 
below: 
 
NN_Model1 = TF.Keras. Sequential() 
Model.add(NN_Model1) 
NN_model1.add(TF.Keras.layers.Dense(10, ”relu”, Kernel_regularizer= regularizer.L1)) 
NN_model1.add(TF.Keras.layers.Dropout(0.5)) 
NN_model1.add(TF.Keras.layers.Dense(10, ”relu”, Kernel_regularizer= regularizer.L2)) 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

In this article a tensor flow framework based neural network model is deployed. “Relu” and “Sigmoid” activation layers are used to 
mitigate the over-fitting problem, which will eventually result in degradation in the prediction accuracy. As an improvised attribute, 
the “drop-out” optimizers and “Kernel regularizers” are used.  The model is trained with 15 Epochs, such that optimized prediction 
accuracy is attained. The study captured the accuracy outcomes of training loss and test loss based on the Kaggle dataset. Epoch 
count of 15, which is fixed based on trial-and-error, iteration the new model is allowed to train. This enhanced the prediction 
accuracy to the extent of 25% more compared to the earlier neural network layers. The future challenge would be to test the model 
with dynamism of contents. 
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